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Abstract 
Combining appropriate methods from computer vision and artificial intelligence enables 
further progress in smart video surveillance. In this work, an Interacting Multiple Model 
(IMM) filter is used for person tracking due to the fact that a single motion may not 
capture the complex dynamics from persons. In addition, context information from the 
IMM is used for controlling the background model to detect left luggage. The 
combination of this processing chain serves as input for the situation recognition in 
addition to person detection and tracking. 
The computer vision components are integrated in the distributed Cognitive Vision 
System (dCVS) architecture, which is applied up to now to Traffic, Robotics, Smart 
Homes, and Video Surveillance. For this work, we cope with situations dealing with 
unusual events in public places.  
Keywords: left luggage detection, video surveillance, situation recognition.  

1 MOTIVATION 
The combination of suitable methods from both computer vision and artificial 
intelligence enables further progress in smart video surveillance. Supporting the 
surveillance operator with significant cues of unusual events, such as left luggage, is a 
huge step towards more situational awareness. 
Methods establishing situational awareness are dependent on lower level computer 
vision components providing the necessary raw input data such as person detection, 
person tracking, change detection, or object detection, see e.g. Figure 1. 

  
Fig. 1. Background subtraction (left) and person detection & tracking (right). All people are 
moving and are in a “constant velocity”-state. 
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In this paper, we integrate reliable computer vision components: person detection, 
person tracking, and left luggage detection with high-level semantic video 
understanding. The components are plugged into a distributed architecture to satisfy 
real practical needs in a working environment of video surveillance. 

1.1 Related Work 
The survey papers [1], [2], [3], [4], and [5] provide a broad overview about the recent 
field of situation recognition in video surveillance. The strategies to deal with the 
problem to extract meaningful semantic information from raw image sequences can be 
divided into different approaches. On the one hand, there are the direct approaches 
making use of massive machine learning support. They work in principal as a black box 
where the input image sequence is fed in, and without exactly knowing how these 
images are processed, the black box results the recognized situations. On one side, 
these methods work quite good in limited scenes, on the other side their success is 
mostly dependent on a huge amount of training data. 
On the other hand, there are hierarchical approaches. They divide the problem into 
several layers in which different subproblems are addressed. Among them, there are 
statistical approaches [6] making use of graphical models and other probabilistic 
methods. It is a smart theory, in contrast to complex modelling and expensive 
inference. Syntactical approaches, such as formal grammars [7], are easier to model 
but less flexible for complex situations. Description-based approaches do not rely on 
training data; instead, they are based on expert knowledge and background 
knowledge. Their basis is mostly formal, such as higher order formal logic etc. 
Knowledge about spatial, temporal, and abstract properties is formulated and is 
available for inference during the process of recognizing situations [8], [12]. 

2 COMPUTER VISION COMPONENTS 
In the following section, the computer vision components used in this work are 
explained. 

 
Fig. 2. Person detection & tracking: One challenge is to detect and track the corresponding 

height resolution of each person. 
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2.1 Person detection 
In any person centric scenario, a person detection method is a core component. As 
every other subsequent step is based on the person data, it has to provide robust, 
reliable, and coherent results. The person detection is based on [9], [10], and [11]. 
Person detection consists of three steps: 

1. Pre-processing for generation and transformation of meaningful features. 
In our case, ten feature maps are generated, including colour maps, gradient, 
and gradient orientations.  

2. Classification with a soft-cascade and sliding window multi-scale approach. 
For this work, the classifier instead of the image is scaled. This has two 
advantages: First, no recalculation of features, second, learning the classifier on 
different scales lets the classifier learn to deal with unpredictable artefacts at 
different scales. 

3. Post-processing to identify the detected person with a non-maxima 
suppression. 

Training of the person detection method is done with two disjoint data sets to avoid the 
problem of overfitting. One data set (training) is used for setting the parameters of the 
weak classifier and the other data set (validation) is used for defining the soft-cascade 
thresholds. 
Figure 1 (right) and Figure 2 depict the result of person detection (and tracking). 
Challenges in the person detection step are different view angles of the person (Figure 
1 (right)) and a large variance of the distance of persons to the camera and 
consequently their resolution in image space (Figure 2). 
Directly from person detection (and tracking) simple events can be inferred. There are 
e.g. person pass-through, person counting, and intrusion detection. 

2.2 Person Tracking & Left Luggage Detection 
In recent years, many methods have been proposed for automatically detect 
abandoned objects in video surveillance. These methods not only differ in their desired 
application, but in addition, how such an event is defined. In this work, we use the 
approach of Becker et al. [13] for automatically detecting left luggage in surveillance 
scenarios. Similar to [14] a left luggage sets a split from a person as a prerequisite. 
One processing stage is the detection and tracking of persons in order to detect a drop-
off event from a non-human, static object. One way for detecting a change of static 

   
Fig. 3. Foreground masks obtained from the background subtraction algorithm with (right) 

and without context information (left). 
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object in the scene caused by such an event is to compare long-term and short-term 
background models with different learning rates. Instead of using such dual 
background models, the used approach relies on the state estimate of the dynamics of 
a tracked person for controlling the pixel-wise update probabilities of one non-
parametric background model. The approach of Hofmann et al. [15] serves as basis for 
the background model. There, the background is modelled by a history of recently 
observed pixel values. Not only a dynamic controller controls the foreground decision, 
also the background update is based on a learned per-pixel state variable. As 
mentioned, here the background update is in addition combined with the person state 
estimate. This combination prevents that objects carried by person are too fast 
integrated in the background model. Hence, the per-pixel update probability depends 
on a measure of the pixel dynamics and on the person dynamics. In a region close to a 
person, the update probability is decreased, when the person is in a standing or 
loitering state. In contrast, the update probability is not changed in cases where the 
person is for example in a fast moving state. 
Figure 3 shows an example image of a resulting foreground masks in case of a slowly 
moving or rather standing person with and without context information. On the left the 
original image is shown, in the middle the resulting foreground mask obtained with no 
tracking information is shown, and on the right with context information. When the 
tracking state is not used, the person and the carried object are almost fully integrated 
in the background model. Another major part of this processing pipeline consists of 
determining the context information for the used context aware pixel-based adaptive 
segmenter. In order to differ between persons that stand still, walk, or run is important 
to use several motion model to describe such varying characteristic and to consider 
that the motion model of a person can change over time. For modelling the different 
motion states of person and simultaneously better capture the complex dynamics of a 
person, an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) filter [16] is used. IMM filter are a popular 
choice for estimating systems, whose model changes according to a finite-state, 
discrete-time Markov chain. IMM filter can also be used in situations, in which its 
parameters are estimated from a set of candidate models, and hence it can be also 
used as a method for model comparison [17]. In our experiments, we used a set of 
three different motion model. A constant position, a constant velocity, and a constant 
acceleration model. The IMM filter consists of three major steps: interaction (mixing), 
filtering, and combination. Under the assumption that a particular model is the right 
model at current time step, the initial conditions for this model is obtained by mixing the 
state estimates produced by all filters. Then a standard Kalman filtering is applied for 
each model. Followed by computing the weighted combination of all updated state 
estimates. This yields to the final state estimate and covariance in that particular time 

   
Fig. 4. (Left) Sample input image. (Right) Example of detected abandoned object. 

(PETS2006 dataset; S1-T1). 
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step. The weights are chosen according to the probabilities of the models, which are 
computed in filtering step of the algorithm. For more details on the IMM Filter, we refer 
to the work of Bar-Shalom et al. [16] or Blom et al. [18]. The states of our IMM filter are 
the image space coordinates and the height of the person bounding box. In case that 
the constant position model is the best fitting model for a current time step. The current 
states is used to define a region of interest and conduce as context information for a 
background model. Further, the tracking id is assigned to this region. Hence, a unique 
assignment between possible left object and the responsible person is achieved. As 
mentioned above, a too fast integration of a standing person and his carried object in to 
the background model is avoided. When a person leaves its assigned region of 
interest, which is associated with a switching from a standing state to a walking or 
running state, the detected foreground pixels are used to trigger an alarm event. In our 
experiments, an alarm event is triggered when a person leaves its assigned region of 
interest for a defined time interval and the number of detected foreground pixels inside 
this region exceeds a threshold. Figure 4 shows exemplary the result of detected left 
luggage event in PETS2006 dataset [19]. The detected left luggage is highlighted with 
red. The tracked persons are marked with a bounding box. 

3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODULES 
The computer vision components above are integrated in the distributed Cognitive 
Vision System (dCVS) architecture [12], which is applied up to now to Traffic, Robotics, 
Smart Homes, and Video Surveillance. The dCVS consists of different levels; in the 
Contextual Level (CL) reasoning, situational analysis, visualization, and evaluation is 
done. Expert knowledge encoded as Situation Graph Trees and Fuzzy Metric Temporal 
Logic is used as knowledge base. In between of the CL and the Quantitative Level (QL) 
a persistence layer cares about communication between the different computer vision 
modules from the QL and the CL. At the bottom in the Interactive Subsystem raw 
sensor data, such as video data from cameras, is processed and passed to the QL. 

Some simpler situations can be detected with the computer vision modules. These 
situations are usually single person/object related and based on the position and its 

 
Fig. 2. Concrete instantiation of the dCVS.  
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derivatives. Such situations are walking, running, pass-through, counting, intrusion 
detection, left luggage detection. Whereas using high-level semantic support, such as 
the dCVS, raises the capability to recognize much more complex situations. In the 
following, we will discuss the components of the dCVS and its consequences. 
The dCVS is a modular architecture for (computer-vision-based) situation recognition. 
This property makes it universally applicable in any kind of surveillance task. E.g., any 
of the computer vision modules in the QL can be exchanged, added, or changed, such 
that the computer vision modules fit to the application at hand. In a practical 
environment (with an existing infrastructure), there is need for a consistent information 
basis for the situation recognition in CL. This is achieved with a persistence layer, 
where all results from QL are stored and subsequently passed to CL. 
The logic based inference system in CL can use background knowledge in different 
kind of formats. On the one hand, there is basic knowledge “the physics of this world” 
which is provided as logical formulas. On the other hand, there is higher-level 
knowledge, which is provided via situation graph trees. In this structure, knowledge of 
the expected situations of the agents in an observed scene can be exhaustively 
modelled. 
The combination of both allows inferring about the completely observed scene with all 
its persons and objects. At this point interactions and group situations can be detected 
because every single-person property can be put in context. 

4 CONCLUSION 
This work focuses on combining suitable computer vision components for high-level 
situation recognition. The contribution of this paper is the concrete set of computer 
vision modules into the dCVS architecture to deal with indoor surveillance scenarios. 
The computer vision modules in conjunction with the dCVS allow an exhaustive 
situational analysis for better supporting surveillance operators. 
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